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Abstract
Webeginwitha critiqueof previousmethods(eventanalysis)employedin testing
deprivationtheoriesof socialmovementsand collectiveviolence.Thenwe consider
the valueof group analysis throughexaminationof the relationship
betweenone
and collectiveactionby the unemployed
formof deprivation(unemployment)
in
the UnitedStatesfrom1890-1940. By usinggroupanalysiswe areableto discoverthatthe relationship
betweenunemployment
and collectiveactionvaried
between1890 and 1940, suggestingthatothervariablesoften
considerably
stressedby thoserejectingdeprivationtheoriesare neededforfully understanding
thesubject.
In direct contrast to older deprivation theories of social movements and
political violence is resource mobilizatin theory (Kerbo; McCarthy and
Zald). Ratherthan a focus on deprivationas a motivating factor for social
movement activity, resource mobilizat.on theory sees an increase in resources such as time, money, the freedom to organize, or outside material
and/or politicalsupport as the primaryfactor producing new social movement activity. Though resource mobilization theories have come to dominate the study of social movements, the debate over the extent to which
deprivation theories are useful continues. Since Snyder and Tilly's oftencited empirical rejection of deprivation theories, however, most works
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continuing
theories in some form
form have been case
continuing to employ deprivation
deprivation theories
studies (e.g., Carroll;
Champagne;
Isaac
et
al.;
Page
Isaac
ThornCarroll;Champagne;
al.; Page and Clelland;
Clelland;Thornton;
Useem;
Walsh
and
Warland).
The
broad
empirical
studies
of the SnyWalsh
The
ton; Useem;
broad empirical
Warland).
der and
and Tilly
Tilly variety
variety (see Paige;
unable to show any
Paige;Tilly
Tilly et al.)
al.) have been unable
support
theories.
for deprivation
support for
deprivationtheories.
basic question:
In this paper
paper we address
address one basic
question: Have these broad
broad empirical
employed a proper
pirical studies employed
proper method for
for testing the explanatory
explanatory
We begin with a
power of resource
theories? We
resource mobilization
mobilizationand deprivation
power
deprivationtheories?
methodological critique
methodological
critiqueof "event
"event analysis,"
analysis," then examine
examine the relationship
relationship
protest by the unemployed
between unemployment
unemployment and protest
unemployed in the United
States
States between 1890
1890and 1940
1940to show the value
value of another
another methodological
methodological
call "group
approach
approachwe call
"group analysis."
analysis."
Event
Event Analysis vs. Group
Group Analysis
In event analysis
collects information
all recorded
analysis a researcher
researchercollects
information on all
recorded events
of political
violence in a specified
time period,
matter what group
political violence
specified time
period, no matter
group has
committed
form of time
committed the violent acts.
time series analysis
acts. Then,
Then, using some form
analysis
researcher matches
matches independent variables
the researcher
variablessuch as indicators
indicators of hardhardship to the events of political
focus is on all
violence. In other
other words, the focus
all
political violence.
events of political
events
political violence, not on particular
particular groups
groups of people who may
political violence for
For example,
have been prone
prone to political
reason. For
for some reason.
example, Snythree measures
prices, (2)
prices of
der and Tilly
measures of hardship:
Tilly used three
hardship:(1)
(1) food prices,
(2) prices
manufactured goods, and (3)
industrial production
production in France
France from
manufactured
(3) industrial
from 1830
1830 to
1960.
their research
1960. The
The dependent variable
variablein their
research was collective
collective violence in
the same period,
period, defined as "continuous
"continuous interactions
interactions involving at least
one group
more persons in the course
course of which someone seized
group of fifty
fifty or more
or damaged
resistance"(522).
damaged persons or objects
objects over resistance"
(522). They then employed
regression analysis
that the three
three indicators
regression
indicatorsof economic
economic hardship
analysis to show that
hardship
were not significantly
related to their
their measures
violence. Such
measures of collective
collective violence.
significantlyrelated
a method, however,
requires some questionable
however, requires
questionable assumptions.
assumptions.
reliFirst, if we are
are to accept
that reliFirst,
accept this method it must be assumed that
result in signifigious, racial,
racial, political,
political, and other
other types of conflicts
conflicts do not
not result
significant
that these studies
cant levels of collective
collective violence.
It is important
violence. It
importantto stress that
measure all
of the
measure
all cases of collective
issuesinvolved.
But
collective violence irrespective
irrespective
the issues
involved.But
if noneconomic
noneconomic issues and conflicts
produce significant
conflicts also produce
colsignificant levels of collective violence,
violence, then any relationship
relationship between economic
lective
economic hardship
hardship and
collective
remain undetected
undetected using event analysis.
For examexamcollective violence
violence may remain
analysis. For
periods with significant
there are
ple, let us assume there
are 20 time
time periods
colsignificant levels of collective violence.
violence. Let
that in 5 of these time
lective
Let us assume that
time periods religious
religious
conflicts
that in 5
are the driving
conflicts are
force behind most collective
collective violence, that
driving force
racial conflict,
that in 5 it involves conflicts
conflicts over
periods violence involves racial
conflict, that
old political
political rights,
rights, and that
that in 5 it involves economic
economic hardship
hardship (such as
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unemployment). And let us further
further assume that
that during
reliunemployment).
during most of the religious, racial,
political conflicts,
racial, and political
conflicts, economic
economic conditions
conditions were average
average to
good. With
are sure to find
find no statistical
With this example
example we are
statistical relationship
relationship
hardbetween collective
collective violence
violence (of all
all kinds)
kinds) and indicators
indicatorsof economic
economic hardship using event analysis.
analysis.
Second,
are to accept
that
Second, if we are
accept event analysis
analysis it must be assumed that
no types of collective
collective violence
violence are
are more
likely in better
bettereconomic
economictimes.
times.If this
more likely
assumption
are meaall types of collective
collective violence are
assumption is not correct,
correct, and all
sured,
better economic
collective violence
violence occurring
economic times
sured, then the collective
occurring in better
hardship and collective
may cancel
cancel any relationship
relationship between economic
economic hardship
collective
violence. There
indicating that
industrial conflict
that industrial
violence.
There is, in fact,
research indicating
conflict is
fact, research
more likely
likely in better
better economic
times (Hibbs,a;
Shorter and Tilly;
more
economic times
(Hibbs,a; Shorter
Tilly; Skeels;
Skeels;
Snyder).
Snyder).
Following our
our criticisms
Following
criticismsof event analysis,
analysis, we have chosen what we
relationship
believe is a method
method of analysis
more suitable
suitable for
for detecting
analysis more
detecting any relationship
We focus
protest. We
focus on unemployment
between economic
economic hardship
hardship and protest.
unemployment as
one form
hardship, and examine
form of economic
economic hardship,
examine the response of the unemconcerned
United States
ployed in the United
States from
from 1890
1890 to 1940.
1940. Thus,
Thus, we are
are not concerned
related to other
initiated by
with protest
collective violence
violence related
other issues or initiated
protest or collective
groups other
unemployed. 1 Our
other than
than the unemployed.'
Our goal
goal is to discover
discover whether a
specific
respecific form
form of economic
economic hardship
hardship (unemployment)
(unemployment) is consistently
consistently related to protest
affected by this economic
economic hardship
protest by those most affected
hardship (the
group analysis
unemployed). Thus,
unemployed).
Thus, we are
are using group
analysisby following
following a category
categoryof
time to examine
their inexamine what factors
influence their
people through
through time
factors seem to influence
volvement in social
social movement activity.
activity.
Data and Methods
are related
The primary
related to unemvariables in our analysis
primary independent variables
analysis are
measures of the percent
percent of the labor
unemployed and
laborforce
ployment. Our
Our measures
force unemployed
the number
number unemployed
unemployed were taken
taken from
Bureau of Census. The
from the U.S. Bureau
historical period
period under
under analysis
historical
analysis (1890
(1890 to 1940)
1940) includes five depressionsl
depressions/
recessions (defined
unemployment above
percent), with unemployrecessions
(defined as unemployment
above 8 percent),
percent in 1908
percent in 1933.
24.9 percent
ment ranging
1908 to 24.9
1933. Other
Other high
from 8.5 percent
ranging from
unemployment occurred
percent) and 1921
1921 (11.9
occurred in 1894
1894 (18.4
points of unemployment
(18.4 percent)
(11.9
percent).2 Because
Because these five
five depressions/recessions
varied in length as
percent).2
depressions/recessions varied
unemployment, and because
because the length 'of
recession
well as in rate
rate of unemployment,
of a recession
hardship as well as the organizational
affect the level of hardship
may affect
organizationalcapacity
capacity of
unemployed, we must consider
the unemployed,
recession in our analyconsider the length of a recession
analyfrom
ranged in length from
sis. Specifically,
five depressions/recessions
Specifically,these five
depressions/recessions ranged
We can
11 years
one year
can assume that
that each conyear (1908)
(1908) to 11
years (1930
(1930 to 1940).3
1940). We
secutive year
unemployment adds to the hardship
hardship of the unemyear of high unemployment
For example,
that local
ployed. For
example, historical
historical reports
reports tell
tell us that
local aid to the unem-
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ployed
was used
used up
up if unemployment
lasted longer
longer than
than aa few
ployed was
unemployment lasted
few months
months
(Feder;Garraty).
Garraty).Also,
Also, with
with more
morepeople
out of work
workfor
forlonger
longerperiods
(Feder;
people out
periods of
movement activity.
time
time there
thereis,
is aa greater
greatercapacity
capacityto
to organize
organizefor
for social
socialmovement
activity.
Thus,
percent or
were coded
Thus, recession
recessionyears
years were
coded one
one for
for the
the first
first year
year of 8 percent
or
more unemployment,
year, three
more
the second
two for
for the
second consecutive
consecutiveyear,
threefor
unemployment,two
for the
the
third,
and so on.
third,and
on.
Our
protest by
dataon
on protest
the unemployed
Ourdata
by the
unemployed(our
(ourdependent
dependentvariables)
variables)
New York
Times.
provide an
come
the New
an extensive
York
Times.We
Wewill
will not
extensivedefense
defenseof
comefrom
fromthe
not provide
YorkTimes
New York
because such
been
the New
the
Timesas
as aa data
data source
defense has
sourcebecause
such aa defense
has been
provided by
Paige; Snyder
provided
byothers
others(see
(seeJenkins
Jenkinsand
and Perrow;
Perrow;Paige;
Snyderand
andTilly;
Tilly;Stohl;
Stohl;
Tilly
been two
two recent
recent empirical
therehave
have been
Tillyet al.).
al.). Also,
Also, there
empiricalexaminations
examinationsof
the
reliability of data
major newspapers
the validity
and reliability
datacollection
validityand
collectionfrom
frommajor
newspapers(see
(see
research has
Danzger;
and Kelly).
Thisresearch
has found
found the
the use
use of newspaDanzger;Snyder
Snyderand
Kelly).This
newspadatasources
more compers
as data
sourcesfor
forprotest
eventsgenerally
generallyacceptable
acceptableand
andmore
compers as
protest events
plete than
plete
thanany
any other
othersource.
source.
New York
Index for
Research
the NVew
YorkTimes
Researchassistants
assistantsexamined
examinedthe
TimesIndex
for newspanewsparead the
per articles
protest events
articlesabout
aboutprotest
then read
the original
per
events from
from1890
1890to
to 1940,
1940,then
original
protest events
by
articles
articlesand
and coded
the necessary
information.Only
events by
coded the
necessaryinformation.
Only protest
the
unemployed themselves
public assistance
recipients) were
the unemployed
assistancerecipients)
themselves(including
(includingpublic
were
4
A total
protest events
read, and
coded.
totalof 303
events were
werelocated,
and coded.
coded.
303protest
coded.4
located,read,
To
the authors
randomly selected
checkthe
the accuracy
selected
Tocheck
the coding
authorsrandomly
accuracyof the
codingthe
six years
procedures. 5 As
means of
six
years and
and followed
the same
followedthe
samecoding
codingprocedures.5
As another
anothermeans
the accuracy
an essence
checking the
to obtain
obtainan
essenceof what
whatwas
was
ourcoding
checking
accuracyof our
coding(and
(andto
New York
Times),
key time
being reported
reported in
in the
time
the New
York
one of the
the authors
authorsselected
selectedkey
being
Times),one
and examined
examinedeveryfage
the New
YorkTimes,
articles
New York
reading articles
periods and
periods
Times,reading
every6pageof the
related to
matter.
related
to our
oursubject
subjectmatter.
It
It is important
importantto
to note
note some
some specific
specificlimitations
limitationsof our
our data
datasource
source
for
events.As
be expected,
and Kelly)
for protest
As might
studies(e.g.,
protestevents.
mightbe
expected,studies
(e.g., Snyder
Snyderand
Kelly)
have
are somewhat
in their
theircoverage
have shown
shownthat
thatnewspapers
somewhatselective
selectivein
newspapersare
coverageof
Newspapers are
more likely
to print
print stories
collective
violenceand
and protest.
aremore
stories
collectiveviolence
protest.Newspapers
likelyto
and
events
closer
to
the
geographical
area
where
on
bigger
events,
events
the
area
on biggerevents, and
closer to
where the
the
geographical
in
newspaper
is
published.
Thus,
our
data
are
no
doubt
biased
in
rethese renewspaper published.Thus, our dataare no doubtbiased these
spects.
no reason
reason to
believe the
Northeastern United
Butwe
we have
have no
the Northeastern
UnitedStates
States
to believe
spects.But
in protest
differed
rest of the
protest by
by the
unemthe rest
the country
the unemdifferedsubstantially
fromthe
substantiallyfrom
countryin
ployed. 7
ployed.7
in two
We checked
the accuracy
two ways.
First, we
We
checkedthe
our data
datasource
sourcein
we
accuracyof our
ways. First,
page of the
Francisco
selected
periods and
time periods
the San
selectedkey
and examined
SanFrancisco
examinedevery
key time
every page
8
Chronicle
for
reports of protest.
Both
New York
Franfor reports
YorkTimes
Timesand the San
SanFranChronicle
Both the New
protest.8
cisco
included relatively
relatively small
foundin the
the other
other
ciscoChronicle
Chronicle
induded
smalllocal
localevents
eventsnot
not found
newspaper, but
but the
the overall
protest was
reported in
was similar
similaras
as reported
overallmagnitude
newspaper,
magnitudeof protest
both newspapers.
read major
major historical
we read
worksand
and checked
checked
both
historicalworks
newspapers.Second,
Second, we
New York
their reports
reports of collective
protest by
by the
unemployed against
their
the unemployed
York
collectiveprotest
ourNew
againstour
Times
Feder; Garraty;
Timesdata
data (these
includedFeder;
works included
(these works
Garraty;Goldman;
Goldman;Hofstader;
Hofstader;
Our
New York
Piven and
Schlesinger,a,b,c).
datawere
were
YorkTimes
Timesdata
Piven
and Cloward,a,b;
OurNew
Cloward,a,b;
Schlesinger,a,b,c).
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the most complete
period examined,
found for
for the total
time period
complete we found
total time
examined, and our
data
conformed
to
the
descriptions
in
the
historical
works. HowHow~
data generally
conformed
generally
historicalworks.
descriptions
ever,
our
low
estimate
of
the
magnitude
ever, we suggest caution
caution in accepting
our
estimate
accepting
magnitude
of protest
protest for
for the early
detail beearly years
years we analyzed
analyzed (discussed
more detail
(discussed in more
low).
It
seems
safest
low). It
to assume that
that we have at
at best a very conservative
conservative
estimate
protest in these early
estimate of the magnitude
magnitude of protest
early years.
years.
Generalized
Generalized least squares,
Cochrane-Orcutt method of
squares, with the Cochrane-Orcutt
correcting
primary statistical
for autocorrelation
autocorrelationeffects,9
statistical techtechcorrecting for
effects,9 was the primary
nique
nique used (Hibbs,bi
Kmentai Ostrom).
variables were
(Hibbs,b; Johnstoni
Johnston; Kmenta;
Ostrom). All variables
logged to reduce
reduce skewness. Logic
that some lagged relationship
Logic suggests that
relationship
may exist
exist between unemployment
and protest.
may
protest. However,
unemployment and
However, an analysis
analysis using lagged
variables proved unproductive.
Data for
for unemployment rates
lagged variables
unproductive. Data
rates
II exist only for
before World
before
WarII
WorldWar
for one-year
intervals. Thus,
there is a lag
one-year intervals.
Thus, if there
rates and protest,
protest, it is less than
between changes
than
changes in the unemployment rates
for the period
one year
period of history
year (at
(at least for
history examined).
examined).

Findings
We first
We
yearly number
first look at the simple relationship
number of
relationship between the yearly
protest
protest events and the unemployment rate
rate from
from 1890
1890 to 1940
1940 shown in
1. As we do so, it is important
Figure 1.
Figure
important to keep in mind that
that the Times
Timesno
doubt gives a conservative
doubt
protest, especially
conservativeestimate
estimate of the amount
amount of protest,
especially in
the early
years. As others
early years.
others have suggested (e.g., Snyder
Snyder and Kelly),
there is
Kelly), there
probably
threshold effect
effect which leads newspapers
probably a threshold
underreport events
newspapers to underreport
such as protest
until they reach
such
protest until
reach a certain
certain level of intensity.
With the high
intensity. With
find very little
unemployment of the 1890s
protest reported
reported in the
unemployment
1890s we find
little protest
Times.But
find at least some reports
But we do find
Times.
reports of protest
protest with every period
period of
over 8 percent
percent unemployment
More significant,
unemployment between 1890
1940. More
1890 and 1940.
significant,
we generally
find increasing
generally find
protesters involved in protest
protest
increasing numbers
numbers of protesters
activities
activities (not
(not shown in Figure
Figure 1).
For example,
1). For
example, while our sources
sources estimated
protesters for
mated about
about 500
500 protesters
for 1894,
this increased
increased to 4,800
1894, this
1908 and
4,800 for
for 1908
10
3,500 for 1914.
1914.10
By
protests and protesters
protesters had increased
1930s the number
By the 1930s
number of protests
increased
The increase
dramatically.
protest events is clear
from Figure
increase in protest
clear from
dramatically.The
The
Figure 1. The
increase
number of protesters
protesters in the very
first year
year of the Great
Depresincrease in the number
veryfirst
GreatDepression is, however,
however, even more
year 1930
dramatic. The
more dramatic.
The year
1930 found over 100,000
100,000
protesters
protesters in the streets,
streets, the second highest for
for the total
total period.
period. Of further
further
for the latter
note is the pattern
pattern for
protest
latter years
years of the 1930s
1930s indicating
that protest
indicating that
continued
continued to go up as unemployment
unemployment was going down. Two
Two observations
observations
can
this pattern.
pattern. First,
can be made on this
First, although
although unemployment was going
still very high. In
down, it was still
programs introIn addition,
addition, many
many of the aid programs
introduced in 1933
back or
1933and 1934
1934were
were being cut back
or eliminated
eliminated by 1935
1935 to 1937.
1937.
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Historical.accounts
that these cuts in aid were
prowere important
Historicalaccounts suggest that
important in producing
protest activity
ducing protest
activity (Schlesinger,a,b).
(Schlesinger,a,b).
Turningto our
our statistical
statistical analysis,
analysis, Table
Table1 confirms
Turning
confirms what Figure
Figure 1
shows. Three
protest (number
protests, number
number of proproThree measures
measures of protest
(number of protests,
testers, duration
protest events) are
three
duration of protest
are significantly
testers,
significantly related
related to our three
indicators of hardship
hardship (percent
(percent unemployment,
unemployment, actual
indicators
actual number
number of unemployed, and duration
duration of depression)
ployed,
depression) between 1891
1891 and 1940.
1940. All of the
period range
betas for
betas
for the 1891-1940
1891-1940period
range between .31
.31 and .53.
.53.
With massive
protest and very high unemployment
With
massive protest
unemployment during
during the
1930s
however, it can
that our strong
can be suggested that
1930s (see Figure
Figure 1),
1), however,
correlastrong correlaprotest are
primarily to the 1930s.
tions between unemployment
unemployment and protest
are due primarily
1930s.
Table
thi~ to be the case.
betas between protest
protest and our
Table1 suggests this
case. The
The betas
indicators
period from
are strong
indicators of hardship
hardship are
strong for
for the period
from 1919
1919 to 1940,
1940, but
there
period from
there are
are few significant
significant correlations
correlations for
for the period
from 1891
1891 through
through
1918.
1918.
Discussion

The
primary purpose
purpose of this paper
paper has been to show that
that group
The primary
group analysis
analysis is
much more
than event analysis
much
more useful than
social movements
analysis in understanding
understanding social
and political
political violence.
research using event analysis
treated a
violence. Previous
Previous research
analysis has treated
subject
causal base in an overly
manner. Using
subject with a complex
complex causal
overly simplistic
simplistic manner.
particular issue or possible
group
are able
able to focus
focus on a particular
group analysis,
analysis, we are
source
that issue is
source of discontent,
find whether that
discontent, while excluding
excluding others,
others, to find
likely
produce collective
likely to produce
collective violence and social
social movements. Equally
Equallyimporimportant,
particular group
through hiscan follow
follow a particular
tant, using group
group analysis
analysis we can
group through
tory
understand changes that
that make
make social
collective
tory to understand
social movements and collective
to·occur.
violence more
more or less likely
occur.
likely to
With the example
protest by the unemployed from
With
from 1890
1890 to 1940,
example of protest
1940,
group
forced us to face
group analysis
analysis has forced
face some key questions.
questions. In what ways did
1890sdiffer
differfrom
from the 1930s?
There was massive unemployment
the 1890s
1930s?There
unemployment in both
time
periods, but the level of protest
protest differed
time periods,
differed significantly.
significantly. Is it possible
that a greater
urban workers
concentrationof urban
made organizaworkersin the 1930s
1930s made
that
greaterconcentration
organizalikely? In what way did the political
political environment
tion more
more likely?
environment of the 1890s
1890s
Franklin
differ
that of the 1930s?
we
that
Franklin
Roosediffer from
from that
1930s?For
For example,
know
that
Rooseexample,
than any previous
previous presipresivelt was more
more supportive
labor organization
supportive of labor
organization than
dent. In other
is
it
a
matter
of
more
social
movement
resources
matter
social
other words,
more
resources for
for
words,
than
in
the
1890s?
We
believe
this
is the case,
unemployed in the 1930s
the unemployed
1930s than
1890s?We
and that
that resource
theory is needed for
understanding
full understanding
resource mobilization
mobilization theory
for a full
period. In this short
of protest
protest activity
activity by the unemployed
unemployed during
during this period.
research note, however,
primary point has been that
that by using group
research
however, our primary
group
precise manner.
manner.
analysis
are able
able to examine
examine these questions in a more
more precise
analysis we are
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Notes
Notes
1. We
We coded
coded protest
protest events only when a news article
unemployed or
article indicated
indicated that
that the unemployed
or
welfare
recipientswere
In a case
case where
welfare recipients
were the
the primary
primary participants.
participants. In
where employed
workers went on
employed workers
strike
marched in sympathy
unemployed, for
protest event was
was not
strike or
or marched
the unemployed,
the protest
sympathy for
for the
for example,
example, the
included in our
our data.
data. It
It is also
included
worth noting
have coded
protest events rather
also worth
noting that
that we have
coded protest
ratherthan
than
collective
violence per
collective violence
per se, though
most cases
unemployed reported
though most
cases of protest
protest by
the unemployed
by the
reportedin the
New
YorkTimes
Timeswould
New York
would fit
violence. For
fit Snyder
Snyderand
and Tilly's
Tilly'sdefinition
definition of collective
collectiveviolence.
For coding
coding purpurprotest by
by the
unemployed was a group
more individuals
our definition
the unemployed
definition of protest
poses, our
10 or
or more
individuals
group of 10
who were
were unemployed
unemployed coming
purpose of demonstrating
coming together
togetherfor
for the
the purpose
demonstratingor
or calling
callingattention
attention
problems of unemployment.
unemployment.
to their
their problems
The high
high points
these five
five recessions/depressions
2. The
points of unemployment
unemployment in these
recessions/depressionsare
are as follows:
follows:
1894-18.4 percent;
1908-8.5 percent;
percent; 1915-9.7
1915-9.7 percent;
1921-11.9 percent;
1933-24.9
1894-18.4
percent; 1908-8.5
percent; 1921-11.9
percent; 1933-24.9
percent (U.S.
Bureauof Census).
percent
(U.S. Bureau
Census).
3. The
years of 8 percent
more unemployment
unemployment are
The consecutive
consecutive years
are as follows:
percent or
or more
follows: 1893
1893 to
to 1898
1898 (6
(6
years), 1908
year), 1914
years), 1921
year), 1930
years).
1908 (1
1914to
to 1915
1915(2
1921(1
years),
(1 year),
1930 to
to 1940
1940(11
(2 years),
(1 year),
(11 years).
4. This
action by
by the
This coding
coding procedure
procedure excluded
excluded primarily
strikes or
or other
primarilystrikes
other collective
collective action
the employed. Some
were on behalf
unemployed, but
but it was difficult
ployed.
Some of these
these events
events were
behalf of the
the unemployed,
difficult to
the most
separate
most important
behind a strike.
procestrike. Specifically,
separateout the
standardproceimportantissue behind
Specifcally, following
following standard
dures
Paige), under
under protest
protest by
by the
unemployed we coded
dures (see Paige),
the unemployed
the number
coded the
number of people involved, location,
and goals
the action,
and number
location, target
number arrested,
and killed.
killed.
target and
goals of the
action, and
arrested, injured
injured and
While
percent of the
protest events lasted
many
While 67 percent
the protest
lasted one day
or less, especially
the 1930s
day or
especially in the
1930s many
protest events involved
marches and
public sites, especially
Washprotest
involved lengthy
and occupations
lengthy marches
occupationsof public
especiallyin Washington,
D.C.
ington, D.C.
5. We
We selected
validity checks.
and 1929
1929 for
The overall
selected 1908,
for validity
checks. The
overall agree1908, 1913,
1913, 1920,
1920, 1921,
1921, 1922,
1922, and
agreewas 87
percent.
rate was
ment rate
87 percent.
method was employed
make sure
New York
Index was accurate
This method
sure the
the New
TimesIndex
6. This
to make
YorkTimes
accurate and
and
employed to
employed
by our
Index for
period was
our coders.
the entire
entire Index
time period
coders. Reading
for the total
total time
employed accurately
accuratelyby
Reading the
impossible,
but we found
key index
headings most
most likely
index headings
found some key
to contain
contain the
the information
impossible, but
information
likely to
required (especially
years and
required
(especially"unemployment").
months selected
addi"unemployment").Most
Most of the
the years
and months
selected for
for this
this additional
were selected
were election
years with high
high unemployment,
selected because
because they
tional analysis
analysis were
they were
election years
but
unemployment, but
very few
protest events located
with very
few protest
located in our
The dates
dates examined
our primary
primarycoding
examined
coding procedure.
procedure.The
August to
November 1894,
August to
were January
March 1894,
to March
to November
to November
November 1896,
and
Januaryto
1894, August
1894, August
1896, and
August to November
November 1908.
method strongly
validity of our
1908. This
This method
strongly confirmed
confirmed the
the validity
our coding
coding
procedures.
procedures.
7. One limitation
method was the
underreporting of rural
limitationof our
data collection
the underreporting
ruralprotest.
The
our data
collectionmethod
protest. The
historical
works on the
that protest
protest in rural
but only
historicalworks
the 1930s
1930s suggest that
ruralareas
areas was significant,
significant, but
only 2
percent of our
protest events were
were located
our protest
74 percent
located in rural
rural areas.
areas. Also of note,
our
percent
note, 74
percent of our
protest events were
percent in large
were on the
the East
East Coast
and 91
91 percent
cities.
protest
Coast and
large cities.
The selection
time periods
8. The
Francisco Chronicle
selection of time
to reexamine
reexamine in the
the San
followed the
San Francisco
Chroniclefollowed
periods to
selection
selection described
describedin note
note 6 above.
above.
9. The
method was chosen
method because
because Rho
Rho
The Cochrane-Orcutt
Cochrane-Orcuttmethod
chosen over
over the first
first differences
differencesmethod
an assumption
(or
P) does not equal
which is an
method (see
first differences
differences method
the first
(or P)
equal 1.0,
1.0, which
assumption of the
Kmenta).
Kmenta).
10.
presents the
protest events reported
than the
the number
rather than
10. Figure
Figure 1 presents
number of protest
Timesrather
reported in the Times
number
protesters involved.
years
number of protesters
The estimated
involved. The
estimated numbers
numbers of protesters
involved in key years
protestersinvolved
are as follows:
are
follows:1894-500; 1908-4,800; 1914-3,500; 1922-450; 1930-102,500; 1931-10,800;
1931-10,800;
1932-63,700; 1933-73,450; 1934-19,900; 1935-41,300; 1936-29,400; 1937-49,400; 1938193839,250;
1940-670.
39,250;1939-113,900;
1939-113,900; 1940-670.
These
jump in protest
protest in 1930
more clearly
proThese figures
the rapid
1930 more
figures show the
rapid jump
clearly (to
(to 102,500
102,500protesters), as well as the
protest in some earlier
years.
earlieryears.
the extensiveness
extensiveness of protest
testers),
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